W I T H Y OUR P HONE *
Simply tap your phone on Flashes where you
see the
symbol to watch tutorials instantly
ON L INE
Watch at FlirtCosmetics.com
OR
Just unfold, read through and give it a try!
*WORKS WITH NFC-ENABLED SMARTPHONES.
HINT: MAKE SURE YOUR NFC ANTENNA IS TURNED
ON IN YOUR PHONE’S SETTINGS MENU.

step 1

step 2

step 3

RO LL

LOCK

GLUE

For your first time, Flashes needs to be
primed. Roll forward a few times until lashes
begin to appear. Once the lashes appear
and you are ready to apply, make sure the
red line is near the bottom of the window.

When the lash is exposed half way,
press the top button to click closed
and hold lashes in place.

Brush a thin layer of lash adhesive evenly
on the end of the lash buds, taking care
to avoid putting glue on the applicator.
We recommend DUO Brush On Adhesive.
Blow gently and wait 20–30 seconds for
adhesive to get tacky.

Note: You will start seeing count-down numbers when you
get to the last 10 lashes.

Caution: Apply adhesive only to false lashes; do not
brush directly onto your lashline.
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step 4

step 5

A PP LY

REL EA S E

Apply lashes by gently touching the ends
of the lashes to your lashline.

Press the bottom button to
release false lashes.

Pro Flirt Tip—to get a perfect placement,
stretch the upper eyelid by gently pulling
skin taut at the outer corner.
Hold the false lashes in place with Flashes
for 3–5 seconds.
Caution: Avoid contact of false lashes or applicator
directly into the eye.

You can completely customize your lash
look by applying as many or as few lashes
as you want to.
Some Flirts love the look of just a few at the
outer corners. Major Flirts go for an eye full,
about four buds should cover it.
To remove lashes, use waterproof eye-makeup
remover, then wash face as normal.
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